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TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES FOR KaZaKHSTaN  
ON THE GREaT SILK ROaD

Kazakhstan is a big country in central Asia. The Great Silk Road is one of the reasons people must 
visit the country because Kazakhstan was one of the key countries that participated in it. Nowadays, the 
history comes back again and the country is planning to become a destination that will be home for in-
ternational and domestic tourists. Astana intends to invest $10 billion, $6 billion of which will come from 
private investors, and the country’s tourism planners hope that it will help to develop its tourism sector 
by 2020. For centuries, crowds of people speaking diverse languages filled the bazaars of Asia, and long 
caravans crept along dusty roads carrying precious gems and silks, spices and dyes, gold and silver, and 
exotic birds and animals to Europe. Yet the Silk Road was to become not only a great trade route but the 
melting pot of two very different civilizations; those of the East and the West, with their specific cultural 
traditions, religious beliefs, and scientific and technical achievements. Central Asia, situated between 
China and India in the east, bordering on the European world in the west, spreading between the Volga 
and Siberia in the north, and between Persia and Arabia in the south, for almost two thousand years 
stood at the crossroads of the world’s great civilizations and cultures.

Kazakhstan’s tourism officials have expressed their desire to attract more international travelers. How-
ever, tourism planning needs something more than just money to attract tourists from targeted countries. 
A complicated visa and registration process is one obstacle already being addressed. Kazakhstan is hardly 
working on it, including the visa free access for Central Asian countries who participates in the Silk Road 
project. The Silk Road Action Plan 2016/2017 a comprehensive overview of UNWTO’s strategies and 
initiatives designed to help Silk Road tourism grow more robust, competitive and sustainable is being re-
searched. It can become one of the tools that will push further the development of Silk Road 
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Ұлы Жі бек Жо лындaғы Қaзaқстaн ту риз мі нің мүм кін дік те рі

Қaзaқстaн – Ортaлық Азиядa орнaлaсқaн үл кен мем ле кет. Ұлы Жі бек Жо лы Қaзaқстaнның 
бaсым бө лі гін aлып жaтқaны үшін ту рис тер бұл мем ле кет ке нaзaрлaрын aудaруы тиіс. Бү гін гі 
тaңдa тaрих қaйт aлaнудa жә не де Қaзaқстaн жер гі лік ті жә не хaлықaрaлық ту рис тер үшін есік-
те рі aйқaрa aшпaқ. Астaнa бұл мә се ле ні қaрaстырa оты рып 10 мил лион доллaр қaржы ин вес-
ти ция сaлуғa дa йын , оның 6 мил лионы же ке ин вес торлaрдaн ке ліп, 2020 жылғa де йін  ту ризм 
сек то рын дaмы туғa кө мек те се ді де ген үміт те. Ғaсырлaр бойы, әр түр лі тіл де сөй лейт ін aдaмдaр, 
Азия бaзaрлaрын тол тырaтын, aл үл кен ке руен дер шaңды жол бо йын дa, aсыл тaстaр жә не жі бек, 
дәм деуіш тер жә не боя ғыштaр, aлтын мен кү міс, сондaй-aқ Еу ропaдaғы эк зо тикaлық құстaр мен 
жaнуaрлaрды тaсымaлдaуғa ұм тыл ды. Алaйдa, Жі бек жо лы тек қaнa тaмaшa сaудa бaғы ты ғaнa 
емес, со ны мен қaтaр екі түр лі өр ке ниет тер ошaғынa aйнaлуынa тиіс болaтын; Шы ғыс пен Бaтыс, 
олaрдың мә де ни дәс түр ле рі, ді ни нaнымдaры жә не ғы лы ми-тех никaлық же тіс тік те рі aрқы лы. 
Шы ғы сындa Қытaй мен Ин дия aрaсындa орнaлaсқaн, бaты сындa еу ропaлық әлем мен шекaрaлaс 
болғaн, Еділ бойы мен Сі бір aрaсындa, он түс ті гін де Пер сия мен Арaбия aрaсындa орнaлсқaн 
Ортaлық Азия, екі мың жылғa жуық өр ке ниет пен мә де ниет тер дің то ғысқaн же рін де тұр ды.
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Қaзaқстaн ту ризм ше неунік те рі хaлықaрaлық ту рис тер ді тaртуғa ынтaлы еке нін біл ді ру де. 
Алaйдa, ту ри зм ді жоспaрлaу бaғыттaлғaн мем ле кет тер ден ту рис тер ді қы зық ты ру үшін aқшaдaн 
бaсқa дa нәр се лер ді де қaжет ете ді. Күр де лі визa мен тір ке лу про цес те рі осындaй қиын-
дықтaрдың бі рі жә не де олaр ше ші лу үс тін де. Қaзaқстaн бұл мә се ле бо йын шa үл кен жұ мыстaр 
жүр гі зіп жaтыр жә не де бaрлық Жі бек Жо лы жобaсынa қaтысaтын Ортaлық Азия мем ле кет те рі-
не визaсыз кі ру ге рұқсaтты ұйымдaсты руғa aтсaлы сып жaтыр. 2016-2017 Жі бек жо лы жоспaры 
– Ұлы Жі бек жо лы ның ту риз мі нің өсуі мен бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лі гі үшін жaсaлғaн БҰҰ ДТҰ-ның 
стрaте гиясы мен бaстaмaсы зерт теу дің не гіз гі мін дет те рі нің бі рі бо лып тaбылaды.

тү йін  сөз дер: Қaзaқстaн, Ту ризм, Жі бек Жо лы, Сaясaт, Ортaлық Азия.
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воз мож нос ти для ту ризмa кaзaхстaнa нa ве ли ком Шел ко вом пу ти 

Кaзaхстaн – круп ное го судaрс тво в Центрaль ной Азии. Ве ли кий Шел ко вый путь яв ляет ся 
од ной из вaжных при чин для по се ще ния Кaзaхстaнa, тaк кaк он зa нимaл боль шую чaсть мaрш-
рутa. Се год ня, ис то рия возрaждaет ся и Кaзaхстaн хо чет стaть прив лекaтель ным нaпрaле нием для 
мест ных и меж дунaрод ных ту рис тов. Астaнa плa ни рует ин вес ти ровaть 10 мил лио нов доллaров, 
6 мил лио нов из ко то рых пой дут от чaст ных ин вес ти ций нa рaзви тие ту ризмa, и нaдеет ся, что это 
по мо жет рaзвить сек тор ту ризмa к 2020 го ду. Нa про тя же нии ве ков тол пы лю дей, го во ря щих нa 
рaзных языкaх, нaпол ня ли бaзaры Азии, a длин ные кaрaвaны про бирaлись по пыль ным до рогaм, 
не су щим дрaго цен ные кaмни и шелк, спе ции и крaси те ли, зо ло то и се реб ро, a тaкже эк зо ти чес-
ких птиц и жи вот ных в Ев ро пу. Однaко Шел ко вый путь дол жен был стaть не толь ко прекрaсным 
тор го вым мaрш ру том, но и плaвиль ным кот лом двух рaзных ци ви лизaций; Вос токa и Зaпaдa, с 
их конк рет ны ми куль турны ми трaди циями, ре ли ги оз ны ми убеж де ниями и нaуч но-тех ни чес ки-
ми дос ти же ниями. Центрaльнaя Азия, рaспо ло женнaя меж ду Китaем и Ин дией нa вос то ке, грa-
ничaщaя с ев ро пейс ким ми ром нa зaпaде, рaсп рострaняющaяся меж ду Вол гой и Си бирью нa 
се ве ре, a тaкже меж ду Пер сией и Арa вией нa юге, поч ти две ты ся чи лет стоялa нa пе рек рест ке 
ве ли ких ци ви лизaций и куль ту ры в ми ре.

Предстaви те ли ту ризмa Кaзaхстaнa вырaзи ли свое желa ние по прив ле че нию боль ше го ко ли-
че ствa зaру беж ных ту рис тов. Но ту ри ст ское плa ни ровa ние вк лючaет в се бя и дру гие aспек ты, по-
ми мо де неж ных вло же ний для прив ле че ния ту рис тов из це ле вых стрaн. Слож ные про цес сы виз 
и ре гу ли ровa ния яв ляют ся од ни ми из aдре совaнных слож нос тей. Кaзaхстaн вклaдывaет все си лы 
для ре ше ния дaнных проб лем, вк лючaя без ви зо вый ре жим для всех стрaн учaст ниц Центрaль ной 
Азии в проек те Шел ко вый Путь. Плaн дей ст вий Шел ко во го пу ти 2016/2017 – стрaте гия и ини-
циaтивa ВТО ООН, сфор му ли ровaнные для ростa и кон ку рен тос по соб нос ти ту ризмa Шел ко во го 
Пу ти, яв ляет ся од ним из глaвных объек тов исс ле довa ния. 

клю че вые словa: Кaзaхстaн, ту ризм, Шел ко вый Путь, по ли тикa, Центрaльнaя Азия.

Introduction

The diversity of attractions are collected 
in the Kazakhstan land of nomads, including 
picturesque lakes and mountains, hot-mineral 
springs, and archeological wonders. It is a paradise 
for adventurous tourists, where they can try their 
skills at alpine slopes and harsh deserts, live as a 
nomad on the steppes, or visit former labor camps 
and nuclear test sites. Urban life can be find in the 
capital, Astana, and the country’s business capital, 
Almaty, where tourists who prefer big cities and 
buildings will find something they like.

New hotels are being built and ski resorts are 
being renovated, and it gives Kazakhstan the 
opportunity to double the number of tourists to 8 
million a year by 2020.Off course, there are several 

problems that Kazakhstan still has on its way to 
become the world’s premier tourist destination. The 
country’s target market for now is domestic tourists 
and visitors from former Soviet countries, primarily 
Russia and Central Asian states.

Kazakhstan’s tourism officials have expressed their 
desire to attract more international travelers. However, 
tourism planning needs something more than just 
money to attract tourists from targeted countries.

A complicated visa and registration process is 
one obstacle already being addressed. Kazakhstan is 
hardly working on it, including the visa free access for 
Central Asian countries who participates in the Silk 
Road project. Kazakhstan introduced temporary visa-
free entry for citizens of 10 countries, including the 
United States, Britain, Japan, the U.A.E., Germany, 
and Malaysia. This action allows travelers from the 
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selected states to enter and exit Kazakhstan multiple 
times, and stay for periods of up to 15 days, until 
July 15, 2015. According to Kazakh media, Astana 
next plans to drop visa requirements for 48 countries, 
mostly developed nations, by the end of the year.

Information review and research methods 
Overview of Area 
Kazakhstan is one of only two landlocked 

countries in the world that lies on two continents (the 
other is Azerbaijan).

With an area of 2,700,000 square kilometres 
(1,000,000 sq mi) – equal to size to Western Europe – 
Kazakhstan is the ninth-largest country in the world. 
During the Soviet Union time, Kazakhstan lost 
some of its territory to to Uzbekistan and Russia. 
Kazakhstan has borders of 6,846 kilometres 
(4,254 mi) with Russia, 2,203 kilometres (1,369 mi) 
with Uzbekistan, 1,533 kilometres (953 mi) with 
China, 1,051 kilometres (653 mi) with Kyrgyzstan, 
and 379 kilometres (235 mi) with Turkmenistan. 
Major cities include Astana, Almaty, Karagandy, 
Shymkent, Atyrau and Oskemen. While located 
primarily in Asia, a small portion of Kazakhstan 
is also part of Eastern Europe (www.rferl.org). 
Kazakhstan’s terrain extends west to east from 
the Caspian Sea to the Altay Mountains and north 
to south from the plains of Western Siberia to the 
oases and deserts of Central Asia. The Kazakh 
Steppe (plain) land occupies 30% of country’s land 
and has a size of. Grasslands and sandy regions 
are the main characteristics of the steppes. Major 
seas, lakes and rivers include the Aral Sea, Lake 
Balkhash and Lake Zaysan, the Charyn River 
and gorge and the Ili, Irtysh, Ishim, Ural and Syr 
Darya rivers. The climate is continental, with warm 
summers and colder winters. Precipitation varies 
between arid and semi-arid conditions (www.
webcitation.org).

Economy
Kazakhstan has the largest and strongest 

performing economy in Central Asia. Supported by 
rising oil output and prices, Kazakhstan’s economy 
grew at an average of 8% per year over the past 
decade (www.state.gov., www.nac.gov.kz ).

One of the best policies of Kazakhstan is to keep 
peace and stability. The government has continued 
to follow a conservative fiscal policy by controlling 
budget spending and accumulating oil revenue 
savings in its Oil Fund – Samruk-Kazyna. However, 
Kazakhstan’s public borrowing increased to support 
the economy due to the global financial crisis. Public 
debt increased to 13.4 per cent in 2013 from 8.7 per 

cent in 2008 (www.ft.com, www.kazakhembus.
com).

The banking system of Kazakhstan is developing 
rapidly and the system’s capitalization now exceeds 
$1 billion. Deposit insurance was introduced by 
The National Bank in its campaign to make banking 
sector more strong and competitive. However, non-
performing bad assets that are present in the bank 
sector can harm the stability of the system. Several 
major foreign banks have branches in Kazakhstan, 
including RBS, Citibank, and HSBC.

According to the 2010–11 World Economic 
Forum in Global Competitiveness Report, 
Kazakhstan was ranked 72nd in the world in economic 
competitiveness (Hawkins, D., www.Kazakh-tv.
kz). One year later, the Global Competitiveness 
Report ranked Kazakhstan 50th in most competitive 
markets (Winter T., www.EY.com).

Demography
Population – 17 million people.
Men and women make up 48.3% and 51.7% of 

the population, respectively.
The ethnic Kazakhs represent 63.1% of the 

population ethnic Russians 23.7%, with a rich array 
of other groups represented, including 

Tatars (1.3%), 
Ukrainians (2.1%),
Uzbeks (2.8%), 
Belarusians, Uyghurs (1.4%), 
Germans (1.1%) (Republic of Kazakhstan 

Statistical Agency). 
(Germans who had previously settled in 

Russia, especially Volga Germans), Ukrainians, 
Koreans,Chechens, Meskhetian Turks, and Russian 
political opponents of the regime had been deported to 
Kazakhstan in the 1930s and 1940s by Stalin; some of 
the bigger Soviet labour camps (Gulag) existed in the 
country which are now one of the attractions for dark 
tourism, and has very rich history of all nationalities 
who suffered together (www.news.bbc.co.uk).

The 1990s were marked by the emigration of 
many of the country’s Russians and Volga Germans, 
a process that began in the 1970s. This has made 
indigenous Kazakhs the largest ethnic group. 
Additional factors in the increase in the Kazakh 
population are higher birthrates and immigration of 
ethnic Kazakhs from China, Mongolia, and Russia.

 
transportation

Travel around Kazakhstan
Considering the main types of transport, We 

have divided them in to bullet points
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Plane 
Every regional centre of Kazakhstan and big 

towns have airports, where republican as well as 
regional air companies operate. 

Flight tickets can be bought from this website 
(please use links below this article) and via travel 
agencies in Kazakhstan. 

On a train
Train is a popular transport among Kazakhstan 

people, mainly because of relatively cheap ticket prices.
Also, train communication is more developed 

and unlike using a plane, even small towns can be 
reached using trains rather than planes. 

However, since Kazakhstan has a vast territory, 
a trip from one region to another might take up to 
10-20 hours, which is a little inconvenience of using 
trains in a travel around Kazakhstan.

On a bus
Bus is also a popular transport to travel around 

Kazakhstan, using which one can reach any point of 
the country. Information on bus routs and prices can 
be obtained at local bus stations.

On a car
Travel on a car is probably the most flexible and 

convenient transport to explore Kazakhstan. 
Special intercity and interregional taxi can be 

ordered or travellers might choose to use their own 
vehicles.

Automobile road map shows the directions and 
roads to take in order to reach your destination.  

Public transport in cities
Main types of public transports in Kazakhstan 

are buses and minibuses. Trams and trolleybuses 
function in some cities. Tickets are usually bought 
from a conductor (ticket seller and checker) in a 
bus. Almaty city has an underground (subway) as 
well (www.visitkazakhstan.kz, www.astanatimes.
com, Oki, T., Kawate, K. and Toyama, A., www.
primeminister.kz). 

Several obstacles and problems to develop 
tourism

Despite the cash infusion, Kazakhstan is not 
yet built for tourism. There is a shortage of modern 
facilities and air routes within the country. Another 
issue is bad roads and bad service quality. Some of 
the hotels do not have enough services for customers, 
and it is a painful issue.

It is not a positive impact that will give 
Kazakhstan to develop, it may destroy the 
international visitation. If the authorities don’t 
address the “most basic issues” in the tourism 

business, the inbound tourism will stuck at the same 
level of development.

While the benefits of attracting tourists are 
obvious, Kazakhstan also risks to lose its own 
domestic tourists out of the market. The number of 
domestic visitors to Kazakh tourist destinations has 
fallen in recent years, in part because high prices for 
food, airfares, and accommodation at home make 
foreign destinations more appealing.

Kazakhs today spend about $400 million 
annually on vacations abroad, while the number of 
domestic visitors and their spending are dropping 
year by year (www.rferl.com, Iskakov N. A).

The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism 
to GDP in 2013 was KZT533.2bn (1.6% of GDP). 
This is forecast to rise by 4.7% to KZT558.2bn in 
2014. This can show the activity of industries such 
as hotels, travel agents, airlines and other passenger 
transportation services (excluding commuter 
services). In addition, it also includes the activities of 
the restaurant and leisure industries that tourists can 
support by their direct spending during the trip. The 
percentage of Travel & Tourism direct contribution 
to GDP is expected to grow by 5.0% to KZT911.2bn 
(1.5% of GDP) by 2024. The low number is 
understandable because there was reduction in 
government system of management. As a result, the 
Ministry of Tourism and Sports was shut down, and 
the functions of the abolished ministry are taken over 
by the Department of Tourism at Kazakhstan’s newly 
revised Ministry of Investment and Development. 
These actions were done in order to modernize and 
improve the efficiency of the public administration 
system and to optimize the government machine

The total contribution of Travel & Tourism to 
GDP (including wider effects from investment, 
the supply chain and induced income impacts) 
was KZT1,748.0bn in 2013 (5.3% of GDP) and is 
expected to grow by 3.9% to KZT1,816.1bn (5.2% 
of GDP) in 2014. It is forecast to rise by 4.8% pa to 
KZT2,914.5bn by 2024 (4.8% of GDP).

137,500 jobs were created directly by Travel & 
Tourism industry in Kazakhstan in 2013 (1.6% of total 
employment) and this is forecast to grow by 2.2% in 
2014 to 140,500 (1.6% of total employment). This 
includes employment by hotels, travel agents, airlines 
and other passenger transportation services (excluding 
commuter services). It also includes, for example, the 
activities of the restaurant and leisure industries directly 
supported by tourists. By 2024, Travel & Tourism will 
account for 198,000 jobs directly, an increase of 3.5% 
pa over the next ten years.

One of the key components for the direct 
contribution of Travel & Tourism is visitor exports. 
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KZT257.3bn of visitor exports was generated in 
Kazakhstan in 2013. In 2014, there is a forecast 
that is going to fall by 0.5%, and the country will 
be able to welcome around 6,069,000 international 
tourist arrivals. By 2024, there is a prediction that 
international tourist arrivals will reach 8,411,000, 
generating expenditure of KZT355.2bn, an increase 
of 3.3%.

When it comes to investments, Travel & 
Tourism industry have attracted capital investment 
of KZT370.8bn in 2013. As it was told before, 
investment is one of the most important strategies and 
policies of Kazakhstan. As a result, this is expected 
to rise by 2.8% in 2014, and rise by 5.7% over the 
next ten years to KZT661.0bn in 2024. Travel & 
Tourism’s share of total national investment will 
rise from 5.0% in 2014 to 5.2% in 2024 (Travel and 
tourism economic impact 2014 Kazakhstan, www.
economist.com)

Tourism is a priority area in Kazakhstan. The 
main purpose of the development of tourism in 
Kazakhstan is to create a modern, highly effective 
and competitive tourist complex, which will provide 
all the necessary conditions for the development of 
the industry as a sector of the economy, integration 
into the global tourism market and development 
of further international cooperation in the field of 
tourism, the inflow of investments into the country.

Tourism as a sector of the national economy 
produces the product, which has to correspond to the 
market categories of demand and supply. In this case, 
it is important to understand the difference between 
the international market, oriented to travelers 
from abroad that have different expectations and 
domestic market, intended for local communities of 
Kazakhstan. 

International tourism market today is a giant 
mechanism of multibillion dollars transactions and 
fierce competitive struggle. Therefore, the priority 
goal is to determine the tourism product that has 
unique features that belongs only to Kazakhstan, but 
it also have to drive the demand around the world. 
After this it will be easier to understand which 
segments of the tourism industry are better suitable 
for Kazakhstan.

Based on the analysis with account of 
recommendations of the WTO and existing 
experience, there are two basic components of 
Kazakhstan’s tourist product: Cultural Tourism on the 
Silk Road (pilgrimages and traditional) and closely 
related to it - eco-adventure tourism (safari, rafting, 
ornithological, tracking, mountaineering, hunting , 
fishing). Therefore, it’s necessary to point out the 
regions provided with resources for eco-adventure 

tourism, through which the Silk Road route 
passes: Almaty, Zhambyl, South Kazakhstan, East 
Kazakhstan and Akmola regions (Baipakov, K. M.,).

Thus, Kazakhstan’s tourism product can be 
effectively introduced in the market only as part 
of integrated Central Asian tourism product, which 
suggests the following:

– Institutional elements of tourism products 
should be agreed at the intergovernmental level;

– Kazakhstan’s tourism product must not 
concede (at least in the price/quality ratio) to 
tourism products of neighbors in the region (www.
economist.com).

Results and Discussion 

There are several facts that show that Kazakhstan 
is still not very attractive for foreign tourists. It 
was discussed earlier in this paper and the main 
reasons were transportation, bad service and lack of 
infrastructure. The international experience shows 
that it is possible to become a competitive with 
many other successful countries worldwide, but the 
country has to create new form of integration where 
government, travel business and local citizens 
will unite into one force. In terms of affordability, 
services level is very low and the prices are very 
high to create a competitiveness in the world 
tourism market scale. The country couldn’t create 
a good control over a guestroom stock. The highest 
guestroom stock is registered in Atyrau (49.8%) and 
Mangistau regions, while the lowest one is noted 
in North Kazakhstan (13.5%) and Almaty (13.1%) 
regions. the largest number of world-standard 
accommodation is concentrated in the important 
tourism centers – Almaty and Astana cities, but, 
even these cities have a stock out (54.1%) of 3* and 
4* hotels.

In Kazakhstan, the international hotel brands 
are presented in small amounts and only exist in 
four business destinations: Astana, Almaty, Atyrau 
and Aktau. The room at a 5* hotel is several times 
more expensive than in the similar European hotels. 

Poor hotel occupancy, lack of competitive 
environment and high dependence on business tourists 
cause the high accommodation prices. The current 
situation is a result of a low support for the sphere 
by the state government. The strategic plans that had 
been developed and accepted couldn’t stimulate the 
development of tourism in the country and furthermore, 
none of the state tourism development programs has 
reached the required terms. Many laws adopted in this 
sphere are still remained only on paper without any 
practical application in the travel industry. 
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There are several major problems that keeps 
Kazakhstan’s tourism from development:

No connection between market participants;
Legal and regulatory framework is very poor 

developed;
The extremely high prices for accommodation 

along with the quite low tourism.
The governmental support for tourism can help 

to develop the infrastructure, eliminate problems 
listed above and bring stability to the tourism 
business development. The main reason why 
government refuses to support the tourism sector is 
insufficient state taxation. In order to compete with 
the average European prices, country needs to make 
them cheaper, and it is necessary to apply the local 
tourist rent in Kazakhstan regions to be charged 
from the tourism companies through restructuring 
of other taxes. The collected funds can be invested 
in the development of tourism infrastructure projects 
and recreational facilities.

Local government or local community is not 
able to control the situation and solve the problems 
in tourism development. It requires more higher 
scale in national economy, and the importance of 
these factors must be delivered to the governmental 
authorities (ministers, heads of departments etc.) and 
the tourism operators in the global tourism system. 
The strict political decisions, overseeing these 
decisions and international cooperation between 
operators and agencies are required to achieve the 
stable tourism development.

Very comprehensive and diversified approach 
must be created and developed, which can be 
applied through the development of industry 
clustering. The attention to clusters and cluster 
policy has recently increased in the articles on 
tourism and hospitality. Their importance for the 
creation of long-term competitive advantages of 
areas focused on attraction of the tourist flows is 
highlighted.

The term “cluster” in the travel industry is used 
when we mean the concentration on some particular 
area of interrelated enterprise networks which are 
involved into the design, manufacture, promotion 
and sale of tourist products, including the enterprises 
operating in the related industries.

The implementation of tourism clusters can 
increase the region’s global competitiveness through 
the synergy effect as a result of more efficient 
operation of the companies included in the cluster 
and to stimulate its innovation and investment 
activities. The region image and its industry 
positioning is affected positively by clusters.

The Republic of Kazakhstan has a wide resource 

foundation, comfortable transport and geographic 
location, production facilities, labor and scientific 
staff to create the tourist clusters.

It is extremely important to create clusters, 
which is the task for the Kazakhstan travel and 
hospitality industry, as far as the “Concept of tourism 
development in Kazakhstan till 2020” published by 
the Government of Kazakhstan in February 2013 is 
based on the cluster concept.

The government highlighted several important 
types of tourism: business, cultural, active and 
adventure tourism. The visible effect from the 
project is planned to be seen in 4-6 years. Mountain 
and lake, beach tourism and short-term tours are 
part of the strategic services that will require vast 
investments.

It has been proven that any attempt to develop 
tourism without participation of local communities 
in the process, or just using them for certain types of 
job, will cause a negative impact on the development. 
In order to preserve the investments it is important 
to involve the local employees as active participants 
of the industry, and give them opportunity to be a 
part of decision making process and to decide in 
the preferable way of development for them. The 
political planning in tourism, its local planning and 
development must take the local citizens’ interest into 
consideration the protection of cultural heritage. It’s 
crucial to make local active communities involved 
in the process of management. If the local citizens 
entirely support the development of tourism, they 
should be considered to be professionally involved 
in the tourism business (Timothy, D., J. and Boyd, S. 
W., Laruelle, M.,).

Investment flows to Kazakhstan can be activated 
by creating a partnership between the private sector 
and governmental authorities, which should pay 
attention to the land tenure, access to infrastructure 
and state support procedures which is the most 
important point. The private companies will also 
have an opportunity to participate in any stage of 
the projects. The return investment model will be 
offered to the private sector representative, which 
will return back the money investment by the state 
through selling the adapted land and recreation zone 
management services (Bulda E.A., Timothy, D., J.,).

The Silk Road Action Plan 2014/2015 is a 
comprehensive overview of UNWTO’s strategies 
and initiatives designed to help Silk Road tourism 
grow more robust, competitive and sustainable. The 
Action Plan aims to foster collaboration between 
stakeholders to stimulate investment and poverty 
reduction along the Silk Road, while safeguarding 
its cultural and environmental resources.
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The Silk Road Member States are in a unique 
position to leverage from each other by collaborating 
in a number of areas such as marketing, product 
development, tourism route development, travel 
facilitation and cross border initiatives. The Silk 
Road Action Plan 2016/2017 is designed as a 
platform to facilitate this.

Member States participating in the UNWTO 
Silk Road Programme include: Albania, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, China, Croatia, 
DPR Korea, Rep. Korea, Egypt, Georgia, Greece, 
Iran, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Indonesia, Japan, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Pakistan, Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, San Marino, Syria, Tajikistan, Turkey, 
Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan.

By having a common unique cultural heritage, 
the countries that has a connection with silk road 
create very extra-ordinary network of destinations, 
and get the big opportunities for collaborative 
marketing and promotional initiatives. During 
many years, UNWTO tried to emphasize the 
important potential of the Silk Road and has 
collaborated with major international travel fairs 
on numerous promotional activities. ITB Berlin 
is the established meeting place for Silk Road 
Ministers, and they meet every year to address key 
challenges and opportunities for cooperation. Silk 
Road events being held on an annual basis within 
the context of WTM’s Social Media Mart increases 
a social media activity. Bloggers that have created 
outstanding blogs, have been sent across the Silk 
Road to promote its multiple attractions. UNWTO 
recognizes the importance of market intelligence 
as key to developing effective marketing and 
promotion campaigns. Market research conducted 
in 2011, showed the prominence of the Silk Road 
as the world’s most discussed travel route online, 
from a total of 300,000 blogs and social media sites 
reviewed, 26.5% of all discussions focused on the 
Silk Road. In order to increase popularity and bring 
a significant importance to the Silk Road, UNWTO 
has invited major institutions to its meetings, such 
as UNESCO, World Bank, UNCTAD, ASEAN, 
ICOMOS, PATA and the Council of Europe. The 
goal for this kind of multi dimensional approach is to 
discuss important issues and get more opportunities 
from global collaboration.

Thousands of delegates received and opportunity 
to gain knowledge and expertise by participating 
in UNWTO Silk Road conferences and seminars 
since the Silk Road Programme was launched in 
2010. Topics have ranged from city tourism, urban 
development and destination marketing to heritage 
management, food tourism, investment, travel 

facilitation and product development. UNWTO 
Silk Road conferences, seminars and press trips 
have taken place in Samarkand (Uzbekistan), Tokyo 
(Japan), Baku (Azerbaijan), Dunhuang (China), 
Lausanne (Switzerland), Almaty (Kazakhstan), 
Berlin (Germany), London (United Kingdom), 
Altai Krai (Russian Federation) and Shiraz (Islamic 
Republic of Iran).

UNWTO, in close collaboration with UNESCO, 
has also run a series of capacity building workshops 
aimed at building closer collaboration between 
heritage and tourism stakeholders along the Silk 
Road. In 2013, following years of ground-breaking 
research by UNESCO, ICOMOS and University 
College London (UCL) on sites and routes of the 
Silk Road, the UNESCO/UNWTO Silk Road 
Heritage Corridors Tourism Strategy Project was 
launched as part of the transnational Silk Roads 
World Heritage Serial Nomination initiative (Satke, 
R. and Galdini, F.).

After great collaboration between 15 countries, 
UNESCO received two World Heritage Nominations 
for the Silk Roads Heritage Corridors in Central Asia 
and China with the final evaluation of the nominations 
due to take place in 2014. The nominations focus on 
two specific Silk Road Heritage Corridors: the first 
crossing Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and China, and 
the other between Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.

Travel facilitation require a large number of 
factors to consider:

– abolishing or liberalizing visas; improving 
border procedures; 

– abolishing or minimizing taxation on travel 
and air transport liberalization. 

Visa policies are among the most important 
governmental formalities influencing international 
tourism. 

The development of visa policies and procedures, 
as well as other important travel documents, such as 
passports, is closely linked to the growth of tourism. 

During 2012/2013UNWTO Silk Road meetings 
travel facilitation was a key component in all 
discussions. The reason for that is to create more 
favorable conditions to travel before it gains its 
popularity. Specialists and countries that have 
advanced in visa facilitation and air transport 
liberalization were able to share their best practices 
and positive results with Member States, thereby 
encouraging them to facilitate travel across the 
region. The UNWTO Secretary-General lobbied 
governments at the highest level during his 
discussions with heads of state to improve visa 
policies, while emphasizing the positive impacts 
in terms of economic growth and job creation 
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(Zhidkoblinova, O. V., UNWTO, Silk Road Action 
Plan 2014/2015, UNWTO Annual Report 2016, 
UNWTO, Silk Road Action Plan 2016/2017).

Conclusion
Tourism is a priority area in Kazakhstan. The 

government focuses on paying more attention to 
tourism in order to create multi industrial country, 
and eliminate the dependency on oil industry. 
137,500 jobs were created directly by Travel & 
Tourism industry in Kazakhstan in 2013 (1.6% of 
total employment) and this is forecast to grow by 
2.2% in 2014 to 140,500 (1.6% of total employment). 
The main purpose of the development of tourism in 
Kazakhstan is to create a modern, highly effective 
and competitive tourist complex, which will provide 
all the necessary conditions for the development of 
the industry as a sector of the economy, integration 

into the global tourism market and development 
of further international cooperation in the field of 
tourism, the inflow of investments into the country.

Kazakhstan historically was a key player on 
the Silk Road, connecting East and West from 
ancient times. Being a part of great history gives 
Kazakhstan an opportunity to develop its tourism 
industry based on the Silk Road cultural heritage. 
Kazakhstan’s tourism product can be effectively 
introduced in the market as part of integrated 
Central Asian tourism product. Several projects 
and routes are already in the action. However, 
the country is still working and negotiating with 
its neighbor countries on solving visa problems 
and border procedures. Despite a large number 
of problems, Kazakhstan has a great potential for 
cultural tourism development among the Silk Road 
and bright future for inbound tourism.
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